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Recognition of a legitimate expectation for a substantive benefit has long been fraught 
with controversy both within jurisdictions that do and do not adopt the doctrine. This ar-
ticle seeks to assess the validity and utility of the doctrine of substantive legitimate expecta-
tions as it has developed in common law jurisdictions and extrapolate a conclusion which 
would be of guidance as to what the Singapore position on the doctrine ought to be. This ar-
ticle argues that on balance the doctrine of substantive legitimate expectations is a wel-
come addition to the landscape of administrative law in Singapore, and that the seminal case 
of Abdul Nasir bin Amer Hamsah v. Public Prosecutor has paved the way for its applica-
tion even though the dearth of subsequent case law has rendered its manifestation uncertain.
I.      INTRODUCTION
The doctrine of substantive legitimate expectations (“SLE”) in UK administrative law has been 
brought back to the fore in recent times, its once uncertain position having been definitively 
affirmed in the seminal case of R. v. North and East Devon Health Authority; ex parte Coughlan1 
(“Coughlan”). While Singapore has largely adhered to UK developments in administrative law, 
the applicability of the doctrine to the local context was recently doubted by Lai Siu Chiu J. in 
UDL Marine v. Jurong Town Council (“UDL Marine”).2 Since the Singapore Court of Appeal has 
yet to apply its mind squarely to the issue and make a definitive ruling, the applicability of the 
doctrine in Singapore administrative law is open to debate.
This paper argues that a critical analysis of the doctrine as it has developed in English common 
law will lead to the conclusion that a substantive dimension to legitimate expectations should 
be recognised by Singapore courts. Even though the doctrine has been exposed to significant 
criticism, it is argued that the problems postulated are surmountable at best and speculative at 
worst. Given that the doctrine is in line with core principles of Singapore administrative law, 
*  The authors are third year LL. B. students at the Singapore Management University School of Law. This 
article is based on research papers written for Assistant Professor Jack Tsen-Ta Lee’s course on Constitutional 
and Administrative Law in Academic Year 2011/2012. Any and all errors and omissions remain ours. We 
would like to dedicate this article to our families for their unending support and encouragement. Yi Siong 
would like to dedicate this article to his late father. 
1  [2001] Q.B. 213 (C.A.).
2  [2011] 3 Sing. L.R. 94 (H.C.) at paras. 65–66.
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SLE is in the aggregate a valuable addition to the arsenal of tools the judiciary has in reviewing 
administrative action. Furthermore, this paper takes the view that the seminal decision of Abdul 
Nasir bin Amer Hamsah v. Public Prosecutor3 (“Abdul Nasir”) implicitly accepts the doctrine as 
part of Singapore law.  In short, a case for recognising SLE in Singapore can be made out, if its 
acceptance is not already evident.
II.      THE ENGLISH POSITION
A.      A Brief Genealogy
In Council of Civil Service Unions v. Minster for the Civil Service (“the GCHQ case”),4 legitimate 
expectations were recognised as a part of procedural impropriety,5 one of the three heads of judi-
cial review in administrative law. What was recognised, however, was merely a procedural right: 
the right to be consulted before a decision was made.6 A series of conflicting decisions7 followed 
in which courts expressed uncertainty as to whether legitimate expectations included a substantive 
element as well.
The nascent substantive dimension to the doctrine of legitimate expectations was first devel-
oped substantially in R. v. Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, ex parte Hamble.8 Sedley 
J. sought to move the doctrine beyond the understanding that expectations could only be proce-
dural in form or entail procedural protection of substantive expectations, to the contemplation of 
substantive protection of a substantive legitimate expectation.9 The formulated framework en-
tailed a balancing of the requirements of fairness against the decision maker’s reasons in changing 
the policy.
However, the English position was thrown into doubt the following year when Sedley J.’s for-
mulation was rejected by the Court of Appeal in R v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, 
ex parte Hargreaves in favour of the Wednesbury unreasonableness test10  as articulated by Lord 
Greene M.R. in Associated Provincial Picture Houses Ltd. v. Wednesbury Corporation, which 
3  [1997] 2 Sing. L.R. (R.) 842 (C.A.).
4  [1985] A.C. 374 (H.L).
5  Ibid. at 412.
6  Supra note 4 at 420.
7  See Lord Irving of Lairg, “The Modern Development of Public Law in Britain” (1999) 11 Sing. Ac. 
L.J. 265 at 274-76.
8  [1995] 2 All E.R. 714 (Q.B.).
9  Ibid. at 724. 
10  R. v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Hargreaves, [1997] 1 All ER 397 (C.A.) 
[Ex parte Hargreaves] at 412.
stated that a decision would be unreasonable if, “... no reasonable authority could ever have come 
to it”, as the correct test.11 The courts’ role in protecting SLE was thus finally clarified in Coughlan 
wherein the doctrine of substantive legitimate expectations was given explicit expression under 
two of the three stated principles articulated in that case.12
B.      The Modern Approach: Coughlan and Beyond
An analysis of UK case law13 thus far shows that the SLE test can be broadly expressed to contain 
three limbs:14
a) Was there a legitimate expectation? 
b) Did the public authority unlawfully frustrate it?
c) What remedial consequences flowed from this finding?
The first limb requires the promise made to be “clear, unambiguous and devoid of relevant 
qualifications”.15
The second limb of the test determines the intensity of the court’s review regarding the law-
fulness of the frustration. As explained by the court in Couglan, this intensity of review depends 
on which of three categories the case falls under.16 In category (a), the court will only review 
the decision on Wednesbury grounds of unreasonableness.  In (b), the court may decide that the 
promise or practice induces a legitimate expectation of being consulted.  In (c), however, the court 
will consider if the frustration was unfairness amounting to an abuse of power, and will weigh 
the requirements of fairness against any overriding interest relied upon for the change of policy. 
The court will have consideration to a wide variety of factors in deciding which category the case 
falls into: a category (a) situation will usually involve cases in the “macro-political field”17 or an 
area of general policy with wide-ranging effects, while a category (c) situation usually involves a 
11  Associated Provincial Picture Houses Ltd. v. Wednesbury Corporation [1947] 1 K.B. 223 (C.A.) at 
230.
12  Supra note 1 at para. 57.
13  See Coughlan, supra note 1, R. v. Secretary of State for Education and Employment, ex parte Begbie, 
[2000] 1 W.L.R. 1115  (C.A.), R. (Bibi) v. Newham London Borough Council, [2002] 1 W.L.R. 237 (C.A.) 
[Bibi], Nadarajah v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, [2005] EWCA Civ 1363, R. (on the 
application of Niazi) v. Secretary of State for the Home Department), [2008] EWCA Civ 755, R. (Bancoult) 
v. Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (No. 2), [2009] 1 A.C. 453 (H.L.), and Paponette 
v. Attorney General of Trinidad and Tobago, [2011] 3 W.L.R. 219 (P.C.).
14  See Bibi, ibid., at para. 19.
15  R. (Bancoult) v. Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (No. 2), supra note 13 at 
para. 60 per Lord Hoffmann.
16  Supra note 1 at paras. 57–59.
17  R. v. Secretary of State for Education and Employment, ex parte Begbie, supra note 13 at 1131.
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representation made to a few people giving it the nature of a contract.18 
The third limb requires the court to consider whether SLE is the appropriate remedy.19 A court 
may refuse to give effect to SLE if it feels that this would result in drastic consequences such as 
the usurpation of executive power.20 
III.      A NECESSITY? THE UTILITY OF THE DOCTRINE
A.      Adoption of the SLE Doctrine Is Consistent with the Principle  
of Ensuring Fairness in Public Administration
1. Acknowledgement of fairness as a substantive principle
The underlying cogency of ensuring procedural fairness on the part of public authorities is that 
if the process is fair, there is greater propensity that this will lead to fairer decisions made. At the 
onset, the idea of fairness is also arguably concerned with the substantive outcome. Premising 
judicial review on the dichotomy of procedural and substantive legitimate expectations creates 
a situation wherein it is deemed less unfair to frustrate a legitimate expectation that something 
would or would not be done, than it would be to frustrate an expectation that the applicant would 
be listened to before a conclusive decision is made. It is difficult to appreciate why there would be 
such a difference when fairness is at stake all the same. Thus, the issue of fairness is only selectively 
addressed provided that the expectation at hand is in procedural garb. Discomfort with this state 
of affairs was evident in R. v. Inland Revenue Commissioners, ex parte MFK Underwriting Agents 
Ltd.21 where it was expressed that the doctrine was, above all, rooted in fairness.
This supports the proposition that the idea of fairness in public administration ought to be 
extended beyond procedural fairness, which finds itself expressed in both case law and academic 
opinion. The prevention of abuse of power by the tax authorities was of concern to the court in 
I.R.C. v. National Federation of Self-Employed and Small Businesses Ltd. wherein Lord Scarman 
opined that the tax authorities had, by the demands of good management, a legal duty to ensure 
18  Supra note 1 at para. 59.
19  Iain Steele, “Substantive Legitimate Expectations: Striking the Right Balance?” (2005) 121 Law Q. 
Rev. 300 at 319–20.
20  R. (Bibi) v. Newham London Borough Council, supra note 13 at para. 41. See also R. v. Secretary of 
State for Education and Employment, ex parte Begbie, supra  note 13 at 1125, where it was held that courts 
would not give effect to a legitimate expectation if it would require a public authority to act contrary to the 
terms of a statute.
21  [1990] 1 W.L.R. 1545 (Q.B.) at 1596.
that there is no discrimination against certain taxpayers.22 Lord Scarman identified abuse of power 
as a reason for regarding fairness to its full extent. On the academic front, the late Professor De 
Smith said that “there is no doubt that the idea of fairness is also a substantive principle’ and 
Professor William Wade has said that the duty to act fairly ‘may ultimately extend beyond the 
sphere of procedure”.23 Viewing the principle of fairness in this light as a substantive principle in 
its own right will also disabuse the notion that the doctrine is merely a Trojan horse for the concept 
of proportionality to take root in another head of review.
2. The form legitimate expectations can take is not closed
It is further argued that the form legitimate expectations should take is not expressly limited. 
Proponents of the opposite view cite the judgments of Lords Diplock and Roskill in the GCHQ 
case wherein they both took the view that in their conception, legitimate expectations referred to 
the right to a fair hearing. However, in the same case Lord Fraser had envisaged a broader view 
of legitimate expectations, opining that “where a person claiming some benefit or privilege has 
no legal rights to it, as a matter of private law, he may have a legitimate expectation of receiving 
the benefit or privilege, and, if so, the courts will protect his expectation by judicial review as a 
matter of public law”.24
Such overlooked developments in case law militate against a dogmatic view that legitimate 
expectations can manifest only in the form of a right to a hearing. In determining categories of 
unfairness, the dicta of Lord Bingham M.R. in R. v. Inland Revenue Commissioners, ex parte 
Unilever is instructive: “… the categories of unfairness are not closed, and precedent should act 
as a guide and not a cage.”25
B.      The Doctrine Overcomes the Inadequacy of Procedural Legitimate Expectations  
in Ensuring Fairness
1. Where procedural rights alone cannot avail the applicant of a fair result
The SLE doctrine ensures fairness where regard to procedural rights alone will not produce a fair 
outcome as procedure and substance are intertwined, with procedural rights reinforcing substantive 
ones, and vice-versa. This essentially involves a two-part process wherein the procedural aspect 
22  [1982] A.C. 617 (H.L.) at 651.
23  Christopher Forsyth, “The Provenance and Protection of Legitimate Expectations” (1988) 47 
Cambridge L.J. 238.
24  Supra note 4 at 401.
25  R. v. Inland Revenue Commissioners, ex parte Unilever, [1996] Simon’s Tax Cases 681 (C.A.) at 690.
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is captured by the need for a hearing and the substantive aspect is embodied in the requirement 
that the public interest must warrant departure from the pre-existing policy in relation to this 
particular person. Factual situations where the applicants are concerned with the substantive 
benefit and not procedural rules have arisen in the case law. For instance, what was at stake in R. 
v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Ruddock was the claim for a substantive 
right: that individuals who did not fall within the government’s publicised criteria for telephone 
surveillance would not have their phones tapped by security services.26 Without consideration of 
the substantive outcome by the reviewing court, the public authority would simply go through 
the motions of procedure and could still deny the applicant the substantive outcome even if no 
overriding public interest supporting the authority’s decision to do so is elucidated.
2. Where Wednesbury unreasonableness proves inadequate in ensuring fairness
The SLE doctrine also recognises the inadequacy of Wednesbury unreasonableness as the sole 
arbiter on matters of substance. In Ex parte Hargreaves, it was suggested that the Wednesbury test 
is the correct test on matters of substance. 27 By this approach, it was not for the court to judge if 
those expectations should be protected vis-à-vis the broader public interest. The court should only 
intervene if the decision maker’s exercise of its discretion satisfied the Wednesbury threshold.
Yet the reality is that challenge on the basis of irrationality will always be defeated if the 
particular decision in question is justified on the basis of overriding public interest. It should 
never be irrational to prefer the good of the many to the interests of the few, let alone to the 
point of absurdity that the Wednesbury test requires. Thus, that doctrine as it stands bestows 
upon public bodies the use of a semantic shield to preclude closer scrutiny of whether in fact the 
reality matches the articulated rationale for reneging on the earlier representation. Thus, a zone 
of immunity would be drawn around many unabsurd, albeit improper, decisions that are in reality 
vulnerable to judicial review.
Moreover, the presence of one tool of judicial review should not in itself preclude all possible 
relevance of another tool, particularly when it as correlation should not be mistaken for causation; 
a coldy rational decision may still effect an unfair result.
IV.      CROSSING THE LINE? CRITIQUE OF THE DOCTRINE
The SLE doctrine in the UK has admittedly been criticised heavily on several grounds. It has been 
26  R. v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Ruddock, [1987] 2 All E.R. 518.
27  Supra note 10 at 921.
said that the principles of unfairness and abuse of power in the test may fail to clearly delimit the 
doctrine’s scope,28 potentially allowing inappropriate cases to succeed on such a ground, and could 
lead to inconsistent decisions being reached on the same set of material facts. The doctrine could 
also ossify and unduly fetter administrative discretion in making policy changes, and the scope of 
its enquiry could lead to a usurpation of executive power by the judiciary,29 thus contravening the 
separation of powers doctrine. Nevertheless, it seems that much of these criticisms have centered 
on theoretical problems. It is submitted that the few cases which succeeded in pleading SLE dem-
onstrate that the practical consequences are far less dire.30
A.      The Scope of the Doctrine Is Not Clearly Delimited
That the uncertain reach of the doctrine will lead to its misapplication is of concern to the doc-
trine’s critics. R. (on the application of Rashid) v. Secretary of State for the Home Department31 
saw such an inappropriate application of the SLE doctrine. The claimant was found to have a 
legitimate expectation that a policy regarding asylum claims would apply to him despite him 
having no knowledge of said policy.32 This is an unusual conclusion, given that it is seems “self 
evident and fundamental [that if someone] did not in fact expect something, that person’s expecta-
tion, being non-existent, cannot be protected”.33 The court seemed to emphasise the “conspicuous 
unfairness”34 in Rashid rather than considering the nature of the representation and whether it was 
lawfully frustrated. These principles seem to detract from the actual content of the test and allow 
for inappropriate cases to succeed on the ground of SLE. 
Furthermore, as indicated by the House of Lords decision in R. (Bancoult) v. Secretary of 
State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (No. 2),35 the test for giving effect to SLE does not 
28  Paul Reynolds, “Legitimate Expectations and the protection of trust in public officials” [2011] P.L. 
330 at 332.
29  Supra note 1 at para. 82; see also Mark Elliott, “Legitimate expectation: the substantive dimension” 
(2000) 59 Cambridge L.J. 421 at 422.
30  Almost a decade after Coughlan, it remains the only reported English case in which SLE was recognised 
and given effect. In Bibi the court found a SLE in favour of the applicants but declined to enforce it: supra 
note 13 at paras. 64–67. In Bancoult, the House of Lords reversed the Court of Appeal’s decision: supra 
note 13 at paras. 61 and 134. Finally, Paponette was a Privy Council case on appeal from the High Court of 
Trinidad and Tobago.
31  [2005] EWCA Civ 744. Rashid was an Iraqi Kurd who sought asylum in the UK. His application was 
denied, contrary to the Home Secretary’s policy at that time. At the time of application for asylum, however, 
he was unaware of this policy.
32  Ibid. at para. 25: the court decided that Rashid’s lack of knowledge was not relevant to the question of 
whether he possessed a legitimate expection. 
33  Christopher Forsyth, “Wednesbury protection of substantive legitimate expectations” [1997] P.L. 375 
at 376.
34  Supra note 32 at paras. 31–37, 44 and 52–54.
35  Supra note 13.
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offer any guidance as to whether a broad or narrow interpretation of the various limbs should 
be taken.36 The majority, reversing the Court of Appeal decision, held that a statement made by 
the Foreign Secretary was not a clear and unambiguous statement that the Chagossian Islanders 
would be allowed to return to their homes,37 but based on the same statement the minority took a 
contrary view.38 Ironically, the doctrine perpetuates uncertainty instead of ensuring certainty and 
consistency. It thus seems “we are very much in the territory of ‘recognise it when we see it’ when 
it comes to finding legitimate expectations”.39
The current test as it stands in English case law thus seems problematic in its scope. However, 
attempts have been made to address this issue. In Nadarajah v. Secretary of State for the Home 
Department,40 the Court of Appeal proposed a test of proportionality to determine whether there 
was an abuse of power: it would be unfair for a public body to resile from its promise if it was not 
a proportionate measure in the circumstances.41 The test of proportionality would therefore allow 
a court to take into account all the different factors and weigh them against a common backdrop 
in the proper context before coming to a decision. However, the Nadarajah approach has yet to 
be endorsed, although it was approvingly cited by the Privy Council on a different point in Papo-
nette.42 
B.      The Doctrine Is the Anti-Thesis to the Principle of Non-Fettering of Discretion  
by Public Authority
Another common critique of protecting SLE has been that it is contrary to the well-established 
principle that the discretion exercised by a public authority must be its own and may not be fet-
tered. It has been suggested43 that by interfering with the merits of the decisions of public authori-
ties and deciding what the public interest is, the decision maker’s discretion is instead exercised 
by the courts. 
It is submitted that this critique postulates an illusionary zero-sum game between the flexibil-
ity of a public authority in decision-making and the courts’ interest in protecting substantive le-
gitimate expectations; in reality the two are not mutually exclusive. The doctrine merely requires 
36  Jack Watson, “Clarity and ambiguity: A new approach to the test of legitimacy in the law of legitimate 
expectations” (2010) 30 L.S. 633 at 637–40.
37  Supra note 13 at paras. 61 and 134.
38  Ibid. at paras. 174 and 176.
39  Supra note 37 at 633.
40  Supra note 13.
41  Ibid. at paras. 68–70.
42  Supra note 13 at para. 38.
43 Mark Elliot (March 2000), “Coughlan: Substantive Protection of Legitimate Expectations 
Revisited”, Judicial Review 5 (1): 27–32 at 27.
that in exercising its discretion in decision-making, the public authority must not close its eyes to 
representations that it has made itself.44
It is also submitted that this fear is misplaced. The court does not decide what the public in-
terest is ab initio, but merely assesses what the public authority represents to be the overriding 
public interest. It would hear the arguments advanced by the public body as to why it is deemed 
necessary to apply its new policy to those who had relied on the previous status quo, and evalu-
ate whether the reasoning can be sustained, applying the normal principles of substantive review. 
This proposition found acceptance by Laws J. in R v. Secretary of State for Transport, ex parte 
Richmond.45 This fear is further dispelled in relation to the review of statutory bodies or powers 
granted by statute wherein judges are directed by the intention of Parliament in determining the 
public interest. As can be extrapolated from Lord Steyn’s holding in R. v. Director of Public Pros-
ecutions, ex parte Kebilene, clearly worded statues will override any expectation.46 It should also 
be noted that the court in Coughlan had pointed out that administrative discretion was not being 
fettered because the court was giving effect to a legitimate expectation within the statutory context 
in which it had arisen;47 in other words, the administrative body was ordered to do something it 
was meant to do anyway. 
An ancillary point of this critique asserts that holding public bodies to their representations 
may in fact have a chilling effect on the provision of informal advice, both curtailing their discre-
tion and denying individuals the opportunity to plan ahead in the first place.48 It is submitted that 
what is deterred is the making of promises by the public body that it cannot be sure that it could 
keep. It will not stop the public body from providing informal service to its procurers as there is a 
natural incentive, being a public body desirous of maintaining public confidence, to do so. More-
over, if a public body is allowed to detract from its earlier promise without legal consequence, 
individuals whose planning relied on the earlier representation will be adversely affected by this 
inconsistency in public administration.49
44  Lord Woolf, Jeffrey Jowell & Andrew Le Sueur, eds., De Smith’s Judicial Review, 6th ed. (London: 
Sweet & Maxwell, 2007) at para. 12-042: “Although free to depart from its representation of policy, the 
authority is by no means free to ignore the existence of a legitimate expectation. Now that legitimate 
expectation has been accepted in law as an interest worthy of protection, its existence itself becomes a 
relevant consideration which must be taken into account in the exercise of discretion.”
45  R. v. Secretary of State for Transport, ex parte Richmond upon Thames London Borough Council, 
[1994] 1 W.L.R. 74 (Q.B.) at 92.
46  [2000] 2 A.C. 326 (H.L.) at 368.
47  Supra note 1 at para. 82.
48  Ibid.
49  Ex parte MFK Underwriting Agents, supra note 21 at 1569–1570, cited in Coughlan, supra note 1, 
para. 72.
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C.      The Doctrine Transgresses the Separation of Powers
Aversion towards protection of substantive benefit has also been based on grounds that it violates 
the constitutional principle of separation of powers. This aversion takes two forms.
1. Such a balancing exercise is not within the proper constitutional functions of the judiciary
The first flows directly from the preceding critique that the separation of powers is violated: the 
judge, by replacing the public authority’s discretion with his own in reviewing the merits of de-
cisions, has usurped the role of the executive. This underpinned the rejection of the doctrine in 
Attorney-General (New South Wales) v. Quin by the High Court of Australia, where Brennan J.,50 
proceeded from the principle of Marbury v. Madison.51 In Marbury, the Supreme Court of the 
United States claimed that it was “the province and duty” of the judicial branch to declare the law 
and that review of administrative action must not go beyond that declaration.52 Brennan J further 
reasoned that the judicature is but one of the three coordinate branches of government and that the 
authority of the judicature is not derived from a superior capacity to balance the interests of the 
community against the interests of an individual.53 More recently, in Re Minister for Immigration 
and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs; Ex parte Lam,54  the doctrine was rejected as it violated 
the separation of powers doctrine as enshrined in the Australian constitutional order.
A few responses can be made with respect to this line of argument. First, while Marbury v. 
Madison prescribes the courts’ role as that of determining the law, it is silent on what the law 
might be. Thus, the courts must in practice have a role in determining how the law ought to oper-
ate. Second, the pure theory of separation of powers that is alluded to in Marbury v. Madison has 
little resonance with the Westminster model of democracy practiced in Australia and most com-
mon law jurisdictions wherein the executive is also the dominant force in legislature. As such, the 
partial theory of separation of powers is more relevant in this context where the judiciary, as the 
only distinct or non-political branch of government, needs to ensure that its function as a check 
is maintained. Viewed in this light, the balancing of interests called for by the SLE doctrine is in 
line with the judiciary’s role in providing such checks as it ensures that public authorities are held 
accountable to the representations they make and also addresses the problem of abuse of power 
by the public authority. Without the courts’ scrutiny, public authorities have carte blanche to re-
nege on representations and promises they made as the yardstick of whether there is an overriding 
50  (1990) 170 C.L.R. 1 at 36.
51  5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
52  Supra note 51 at 177, Marshall C.J.
53  Supra note 50 at 36, Brennan J.
54  (2003) 214 C.L.R. 1.
public interest would be self-determined by the public authority in question and effectively unre-
viewable. This violates the partial theory of separation of powers as it expects the executive to be 
a check and balance unto itself. The ruling in Quin55 can be distinguished by the fact that Australia 
has a statute governing abuse of power, in the form of the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Re-
view) Act 1989.56 This thus allows the High Court of Australia the luxury of being able to discard 
the normative conception of safeguard against abuse in the English common law because of this 
safety net. As with the earlier critique, this has even less currency in the context of decisions and 
public bodies governed by statues as the courts ultimately defer to the will of Parliament in such 
instances.
2. Remedial consequences of the doctrine undermines the prerogative of public authorities to al-
locate resources in accordance with the  public interest
The remedial consequences of protecting SLE would force a public authority to use its limited re-
sources in a way which it does not deem to be in the public interest. It is established law57 that the 
public authority is in the best position in terms of expertise in determining allocation of resources. 
Yet such a countervailing public interest may not be sufficiently compelling to justify full denial 
of substantive protection. 
The courts have embarked upon developing an alternative to full substantive protection in 
order to resolve the above conundrum. The alternative entails giving the public body a choice as 
to how the substantive expectation in question should be protected. It was outlined in Bibi, where 
it was suggested that the court “may ask the decision taker to take the legitimate expectation 
properly into account in the decision making process”.58 This made the substantive expectation a 
relevant consideration that the public authority has to accord some credence to in arriving at its 
decision. In this manner, the court is neither too intrusive with the public authority’s discretion 
nor does it leave the individual’s expectation wholly unprotected. This approach also puts to rest 
the flawed all-or-nothing approach which posits that the SLE doctrine is inappropriate since it is 
because of overriding public interest that the public authority is ultimately unable to subsequently 
fulfill the substantive expectation.
Nevertheless, this approach draws a significant risk of invalidating the doctrine, as has been 
noted by commentators such as Pievsky.59 The courts’ reluctance to suggest the weight that ought 
to be attached to substantive expectations as a relevant consideration may have the practical result 
55  Supra note 50 at 20, Mason C.J.
56  Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1989 A 1989–33.
57  Supra note 13 at 252, para. 34 (Bibi).
58  Supra note 13 at para. 31.
59  David Pievsky, “Legitimate Expectation as a Relevancy” [2003] Judicial Review 144 at 147–48.
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of rendering the doctrine toothless as the public authority is free to accord the weight it deems fit. 
Given that such authority would have a vested interest in maintaining their policy direction, the 
outcome is predictable. To remedy this, it would be helpful if the courts could direct that such an 
expectation be given a more than minimal weight in the decision-making process. While the ques-
tion of where to draw the line will emerge, there is no doubt that the complexity of the exercise 
should not in itself preclude an attempt to strike a balance that ensures a fair and just outcome.
V.      SINGAPORE POSITION: THE WAY AHEAD
As a starting point, it should be noted that procedural legitimate expectations were recognised as 
part of Singapore law in Re Siah Mooi Guat60 and UDL Marine.61 The SLE doctrine however, has 
not been explicitly adopted or rejected.62 Nevertheless, it is submitted that this merely means the 
courts have yet to directly apply their minds to the question, and that it is therefore still open to 
them to accept or reject the doctrine; in all prior Singapore cases, applicants either failed to estab-
lish legitimate expectations at all,63 or failed to plead them directly.64 Hence, the courts were not 
required to decide whether legitimate expectations contained a substantive element in addition to 
the procedural one.65  It is submitted that the way forward would be the adoption of the doctrine in 
our local jurisprudence, if it has already not implicitly done so.
A.      SLE Has Been Implicitly Recognised in Singapore
Certain statements made in obiter in Abdul Nasir66 suggest that Singapore implicitly recognises 
a substantive element in legitimate expectations. While this was a criminal case which did not 
directly consider the issue of judicial review in administrative law,67 its status as a Court of Appeal 
decision may nonetheless serve to guide and influence future decisions on the matter.
60  [1988] 2 Sing. L.R. (R.) 165 (H.C.). See also Borissik Svetlana v. Urban Redevelopment Authority, 
[2009] 4 Sing. L.R. (R.) 92 (H.C.) at paras. 47–48.
61  Supra note 2.
62  Ibid.
63  See Re Siah Mooi Guat, supra note 60 at paras. 24 and 30, Borissik Svetlana v. Urban Redevelopment 
Authority, supra note 60 at paras. 46–52, and Yong Vui Kong v. Attorney-General, [2011] 2 Sing. L.R. 1189 
(C.A.) at paras. 184–85 [Yong Vui Kong].
64   See Seah Hong Say v. Housing and Development Board, [1992] 3 Sing. L.R. (R.) 497 (C.A.) at para. 
5, and UDL Marine, supra note 2.
65  See UDL Marine, supra note 2 at para. 66 and Yong Vui Kong, supra note 63 at para. 184.
66  Supra note 3.
67  Ibid. at para. 54.
As explained in section II.B. of this article, the English test for SLE focuses on the nature of the 
representation made, and whether it was lawful to resile from it based on the principles of fairness 
and consistency. Case law68 and commentators69 alike have considered the different ways in which 
a representation may give rise to a legitimate expectation, such as a change of general policy or a 
departure from policy in a specific case.70
It is submitted that the court’s reasoning in Abdul Nasir closely parallels the SLE test and fol-
lows its core tenets of fairness and consistency. The main issue was whether a judicial pronounce-
ment that life imprisonment for criminal cases meant imprisonment for the remaining period of 
one’s natural life instead of 20 years’ imprisonment should take retrospective or prospective ef-
fect.71 In deciding on the latter,72 the court held that while the Penal Code did not prescribe the 
meaning of life imprisonment,73 existing practice, in the form of advice dispensed by lawyers and 
prison officials, had consistently established it to have a “technical meaning” of twenty years’ im-
prisonment.74 The earlier case of Neo Man Lee v. Public Prosecutor75 acknowledged the existence 
of this practice, and the Director of the Prison Department had confirmed it.76 Accused persons 
thus had a legitimate expectation “engendered by a practice of many years” that life imprisonment 
in practice meant twenty years,77 a legitimate expectation of a substantive right rather than a mere 
procedural right to be consulted.  
The court’s reasoning also took into account principles of justice and fairness,78 core tenets of 
the doctrine of SLE embodied in the second limb of the test. The court placed weight on the nature 
of the representation made and the reliance individuals placed on the practice,79 and even though 
the group of persons involved was potentially a large and innominate one,80 the court emphasised 
the unfairness of the effect of a retrospective pronouncement. 
In addition, in coming to its decision the court drew favourable parallels81 to the concept of 
legitimate expectation in administrative law and approvingly cited the cases of HTV Ltd. v. Price 
68  Supra note 13.
69  Supra note 19.
70  Ibid. at 302–303. 
71  Supra note 3 at para. 43.
72  Ibid. at paras. 57 and 60.
73  Ibid. at para. 23.
74  Ibid. at para. 56.
75  [1991] 1 Sing. L.R. (R.) 918 (C.A.) at para. 9.
76  Supra note 3 at para. 25.
77  Ibid. at para. 56.
78  Ibid. at para. 47.
79  Ibid. at para. 51.
80  Ibid. at para. 47. The court pointed out that should the pronouncement take retrospective effect, all 
prisoners serving life sentences at that time would remain incarcerated until the end of their natural lives.
81  Supra note 3 at para. 52.
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Commission82 and Re Preston.83 Yong Pung How C.J. emphasised the role that legitimate expecta-
tions play in preventing public bodies from abusing their power.84 These two cases would later be 
used to support the Court of Appeal’s decision in Coughlan to accept the SLE doctrine in English 
law.85It is thus submitted that implicitly at least, the court’s decision in Abdul Nasir endorsed the 
approach taken towards legitimate expectations that Coughlan would eventually take. Neverthe-
less, even if one were to argue that this was not the intended trajectory by the court, it is submitted 
that Abdul Nasir did not shut the door on the question. After all, as Yong C.J. observed, “certain 
expectations could, in suitable circumstances, be deserving of protection even though they did not 
acquire the force of a legal right”.86
B.      Recognising SLE Is in Line with the Government’s Policy Considerations
Administrative law is concerned with how diverse administrative bodies make and apply rules, 
and thus enjoins administrators to act fairly, reasonably, and in accordance with the law.87 Judicial 
review in administrative law thus helps to contribute to good governance88 which the Singapore 
government prides itself on practicing.89 Recognising a substantive element in legitimate 
expectations would therefore help further this goal. 
By acting contrary to what it has led an individual to expect, a public body may cause that 
individual severe hardship, especially where there is no satisfactory alternative to the substance 
of the promise.90 Secondly, individuals often plan their lives with reference to administrative 
decisions, and a departure from a representation that the decision would be made would cause 
legal uncertainty and engender unpredictability.91 Finally, the doctrine helps to promote good 
administration by ensuring that the administrative power to alter policy is not abused by unfairly 
frustrating individual legitimate expectations.92 
82  [1976] I.C.R. 170 (C.A.).
83  [1985] A.C. 835 (H.L.).
84  Supra note 3 at paras. 52–53. 
85  Supra note 1 at para. 69.
86  Supra note 3 at para. 55.
87  Thio Li-Ann, “Law and the Administrative State” in Kevin Y. L. Tan, ed., The Singapore Legal System, 
2d ed. (Singapore: Singapore University Press, 2003) at 163.
88  Chan Sek Keong, “Judicial Review - From Angst to Empathy” (2010) 22 Sing. Ac. L.J. 469 at para. 13.
89  Ibid. at para. 6.
90  Søren Schønberg & Paul Craig, “Substantive Legitimate Expectations after Coughlan” [2000] P.L. 
684 at 696–97.
91  Ibid.
92  Ibid. at 685–86.
Coughlan93 is particularly illustrative. The promise made to the claimant that Mardon House 
would be her “home for life”94 was so express and unqualified that to resile from it would have 
amounted to a breach of contract in private law.95 The Health Authority did not have sufficient 
reasons for frustrating this expectation; hence the court held that to do so was “unfairness 
amounting to an abuse of power”.96 Moreover, Mardon House catered specifically to patients with 
severe medical conditions,97 such as the tetraplegic claimant. It would have caused her significant 
hardship to move to alternative premises without equivalent facilities.
Thus, SLE protects against arbitrary behavior and abuse of power by administrative bodies: 
unless they can provide adequate justification such as overriding public interests at the second 
limb of the test, the court will hold that the frustration was unlawful. As such, in Coughlan, the 
court quashed the decision to close Mardon House.98 Similarly, the public body in Paponette v. 
Attorney General of Trinidad and Tobago99 did not hand over control of a transit centre to the 
claimants, who were maxi taxi operators, despite expressly promising to do so, and failed to offer 
any reasons for resiling from its promise.100 
As such, in English law, the doctrine prevents administrative bodies from abusing their power 
to arbitrarily resile from an express representation; otherwise individuals would be left completely 
at the administrative body’s mercy. After all, “it is a requirement of good administration, by which 
public bodies ought to deal straightforwardly and consistently with the public”;101 a goal which the 
Singapore Government strives towards.102 The doctrine thus seems to be in line with this policy 
as it helps to encourage consistency and fairness, preventing abuses of power. In recognising 
SLE, Singapore courts will be able to ensure that public bodies provide adequate justification for 
resiling from their promises and serve as a check on any arbitrary behavior as well.  
93  Supra note 1.
94  Ibid. at para. 1.
95  Ibid. at para. 86. Chan Sek Keong C.J. has also extrajudicially observed that a substantive right in 
legitimate expectations would be analogous to the doctrine of promissory estoppel in contract: supra note 
88 at para. 23. 
96  Supra note 1 at para. 89.
97  Ibid. at para. 92.
98  Ibid. at para. 117.
99  Supra note 13.
100  Ibid. at paras. 39–42. Counsel for the government argued that the mere fact of passing legislation 
provided sufficient inference  that there had been a change of policy, in response to some public interest 
which overrode expectations generated by the representations. The court rejected this argument.   
101  Nadarajah v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, supra note 13 at para. 68.
102  Supra note 88 at para. 6. See also Wong Kan Seng, “Singapore promotes good governance and 
leadership” (Address delivered at the 5th Asia Economic Summit Luncheon Keynote Panel, 7 December 
2009), online: Gov Monitor <http://www.thegovmonitor.com/world_news/asia/singapore-promotes-good-
governance-and-leadership-18182.html>.
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C.      SLE Is Consistent with and Augments the Separation Of Powers in Singapore
Like Australia, Singapore has a written constitution and subscribes to constitutional supremacy, 
and similarly enshrines the separation of powers doctrine within its Constitution.103 In contrast, the 
UK subscribes to parliamentary supremacy, and has no written Constitution. The result is that the 
English judiciary plays a more active role in policing executive actions.104 One could thus make 
the argument that acceptance of SLE in Singapore would contravene the separation of powers as 
enshrined in Singapore’s Constitution. 
However, as it was argued earlier in section IV.C. of this article, this is an unduly restrictive 
view of the doctrine of separation of powers. Any system of government descended from the 
Westminster system contains inherent overlaps between each branch of the government; it is in-
evitable that the exercise of judicial power and discretion encroaches on the domain of the execu-
tive and legislature. The judicial function is essentially reactive and realists accept that judicial 
policy making is a question of permissible degree, as prominent local academic Thio Li-ann has 
pointed out.105 That judges do make law was recognised in Public Prosecutor v. Manogaran s/o 
R Ramu.106 Thus, judicial self-restraint or legislative attempts to oust judicial review are the only 
guardians against unwanted judicial activism; it boils down to deciding which is the lesser evil 
between a political representative and an unelected judge.107 Furthermore, it should be noted that 
the Malaysian Federal Court has accepted the doctrine of SLE108 despite Malaysia’s Constitution 
having the same roots as Singapore’s. 
More importantly, the raison d’être of maintaining a separation of powers, that no power is left 
unchecked, is still upheld. As James Madison argued in the Federalist No. 51, what is important 
is that one branch should not possess all the power of the other.109 A strict demarcation of the 
boundaries of each branch of the government is unnecessary; what is important is that one branch 
should not possess all the power of another. It would not be contrary to the separation of pow-
ers doctrine if different branches have partial agency and/or control over the others.110 So long as 
mutual checking and control of the different branches of the government exists, the spirit of the 
doctrine of the separation of powers is achieved.
103  See Cheong Seok Leng v. Public Prosecutor, [1988] 2 M.L.J. 481 (Sing. H.C.) and Constitution of the 
Republic of Singapore (1999 Rev. Ed.), arts. 23, 38 and 93.
104  Supra note 88 at para. 28.
105  Supra note 87 at 176.
106  [1996] 3 Sing. L.R. (R.) 390 (C.A.).
107  Supra note 87 at 176.
108  See Majlis Perbandaran Pulau Pinang v. Syarikat Bekerjasama-sama Serbaguna Sungai Gelugor 
dengan Tanggungan, [1999] 3 M.L.J. 1 (Federal Court).
109  James Madison, “The Federalist No 51” in Jacob E. Cooke, ed.,  The Federalist (Middletown, Conn.: 
Wesleyan University Press, 1961) at 347. 
110  Ibid. 
D.      SLE Can Be Refined to Mitigate Oft-Overstated Misgivings
While much ink has been spilled on the shortcomings of recognising substantive legitimate ex-
pectations in English law, these criticisms should be read in light of the fact that very few cases 
in which SLE has been pleaded have succeeded on that ground. It is submitted that an analysis of 
these cases indicates that the theoretical problems and consequences proposed tend not to be ac-
curately reflected by the reality of the situation.  The doctrine’s proposed problems seem to lack 
substantive proof.  Furthermore, there are many ways in which Singapore can develop and refine 
the doctrine to mitigate the problems of the UK approach, seeking guidance from some of the 
post-Coughlan cases that do just that. 
For instance, Singapore could adopt the Nadarajah111 approach which, due to its more precise 
and sophisticated nature,112 allows for a greater intensity of review wherein proportionality codi-
fies the various elements of the current SLE test and allows judges to assess all the competing 
factors in their proper context. Incorporating a proportionality test in the test for SLE would not 
be contrary to Singapore law; while the Court of Appeal had previously rejected proportionality,113 
it only did so on the basis that it was questionable whether proportionality existed as an inde-
pendent ground for judicial review.114 As Chan C.J. has pointed out extrajudicially, the court did 
not foreclose the possibility of adopting the principle of proportionality in an appropriate case,115 
and it is submitted that this could be such a case. Alternatively, a modified Bibi116 approach could 
be adopted as suggested earlier wherein some latitude is extended to the public body whilst the 
claimant’s substantive expectations are not completely disregarded. 
VI.      CONCLUSION: THE RIGHT THING TO DO
The above discussion on the recognition of substantive legitimate expectations serves to show that 
on a balance, the adoption of the doctrine in Singapore is a trite proposition. After all, the values 
which the doctrine seeks to protect are also relevant in the local context; the principle of fairness 
is crucial to good public administration, the existence of the need to ensure fairness in fact situa-
tions that may not fit the semantics and the need for the judiciary as the sole differentiated body 
111  Supra note 13.
112  R. (Daly) v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, [2001] 2 A.C. 532 (H.L.) at para. 27, Lord 
Steyn.
113  See Chan Hiang Leng Colin v. Minister for Information and the Arts, [1996] 1 Sing. L.R. (R.) 294 
(C.A.).
114  Supra note 88 at para. 25.
115  Ibid. 
116  Supra note 13.
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in a Westminster system of government to avail itself of the tools with which it ensures adequate 
checks and balances. The presence of such a mechanism alone and the public authority’s willing-
ness to be subject to it can only seek to boost confidence in the actions of the public body, and is 
thus not inconsistent with the high level of trust and regard that the judiciary accords the executive 
in this context. The local context also permits one to be less wary of the proverbial floodgates in 
light of major judicial reform that has eliminated backlog in the past decade.117 Moreover, adop-
tion of the doctrine by jurisdictions with similar constitutional frameworks, namely Malaysia and 
India,118 suggests that the doctrine can have a place within Singapore’s constitutional framework
Also, even if is not already an implicit part of Singapore law, strong and compelling reasons 
for the adoption of SLE exist. The doctrine should not be dismissed out of hand due to the myriad 
problems besetting the UK approach. As this paper has sought to demonstrate, there are many 
ways of readily addressing these problems inherent in the UK approach to make the doctrine 
palatable and suitable for application in the local context. As an old proverb goes, “fool me once, 
shame on you; fool me twice, shame on me”. Singapore has had the benefit of learning from its 
common law progenitor, and thus has no good reason for not getting the doctrine right. It may be 
a great expectation but it is the right one.
117  Third Roundtable Meeting of The Asia-Pacific Judicial Reform Forum, Welcome Address By Chief 
Justice Chan Sek Keong (20 January 2009).
118  Supra note 44  at para. 12-084.
